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A lot of work had gone into preparing for Open Day and so it was a huge relief to see
that the weather forecasters had got it more or less right and we were looking forward
FREE TO MEMBERS
to a dry day with some sunshine. Digby had booked the hall so that we could set up
from 9:00am making sure that we were ready for the great British public by the advertised opening time of
10:00am. A pleasing number of members turned up to help at 9:00 with the result that the hall was
completely prepared by 9:45 which is a record. Compare this to two years ago when we were still setting
up as visitors entered the hall. Not good!!
Taking pride of place was the display of members’ work which left visitors in no doubt what we were all
about; the exhibits certainly provided plenty of talking points and hopefully inspired some visitors to join us
sometime in the future.
Although we don't have any figures, the numbers attending were
most definitely up on last year and I think we can safely say that
DDWC is no longer the best kept secret in the Ashbourne area.
Pyrography and carving again proved popular with visitors who were
keen to have a go at a new craft.
Geoff Nellis and Tom
Livesey both set up their
craft fair tables and
although I don’t think
they achieved many sales their displays illustrated what could
be achieved with a lump of wood!
Once again we had a charity stall set up; guess the weight of
fruit in a pedestal bowl. The bowl had been turned and donated
by Eric Hudson, and his wife Janet kindly stepped in to run the
stall. Our chosen charity was “Dogs for Good”*** who provide
assistance dogs to people of varying degrees of disability. I
understand we raised a total of £60, thank you everyone.
I took a number of photographs on the day and just one of these was of the charity stall. By a huge
coincidence, when I uploaded the pictures to my computer I realised that the one charity stall photo
featured the eventual winner, Glyn Mainwaring, purchasing his tickets! Spooky or what!!??
For those who purchased tickets, the correct weight of fruit was 53oz.
*** Stop press - see page 16

James Sharpe
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Open Day in pictures

The calm before the storm!

Part of the display of members’ work.

Geoff Nellis and his Boss discuss their sale
table with a member.

John McConnell in pole position with his
sticks and carvings.

Pre-opening discussion of the displays.

Janet Hudson doing some early business on
the charity stall.
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Visitors try their hand at pyrography and carving.

Mother and son have a go at carving.

Visitors admire items on the members’ display.

Dick Potter demonstrates wood turning.

Librarian and assistant catch up on cataloguing the
books.
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Open Day - The Chairman’s view.
My thanks and congratulations go out to everyone involved in this year’s Open Day. Visitors came from
far and wide to see a magnificent display of members’ workmanship and at least three people liked what
they saw to the extent that they joined as new members on the day. I don’t think that’s ever happened
before. There were a number of others who have promised a return visit, so we need to make them
doubly welcome next time and secure them as members. We use Open Day as a vehicle to encourage
potential new members along and see what we have to offer as well as where exclusive, individual gifts
can be purchased, so in that respect we achieved our objectives.
At the AGM last December we set a target for 2016 membership as 50 members and I am pleased to
report that we have exceeded that target and it’s only June! We have always considered that round 50
members is a manageable number, which allows us to have a good cash flow, but still be a tight
community of woodworkers.
I spoke to a number of people at the Open Day, some of them friends and neighbours, who were amazed
at the high standard of members’ work on display. “Amazed”, I questioned, - “This is Derbyshire Dales
Woodcraft Club - it’s what we do!!”
Another record was set this year, in that we were ready to accept visitors 15 minutes before opening time!
I can remember not so long ago when we were still struggling to get a much lesser display ready an hour
after opening time. Much of this was due, this year, to the military precision of the organisation and the
small army of helpers who were on site at 09:00 hours waiting to get set up. My personal thanks to those
helpers and to James Sharpe who was instrumental in the planning and organisation of Open Day. I’m
sure he won’t mind receiving any constructive comments on how Open Day can be improved next year (if
that’s at all possible).
Apologies if this sounds like an Oscar award ceremony speech, but my thanks go out to all the members
who provided such a fantastic display of their work and to Eric Hudson, Dick Potter,John McConnell,
Roger and Liz King for demonstrating their skills and allowing visitors to get some hands-on time. I think
everyone will agree that the products on sale by Geoff Nellis and Tom Livesey were an excellent
representation of what our club is all about and perhaps next year we could produce some individual
pieces that can be sold on the members’ table; that way Douglas Moseley will have a busier time selling
members’ items. Anyway it was good to see Douglas back in the fold after undergoing major heart
surgery earlier this year.
A suggestion that has been made is if anyone wants to donate to the club
an item that they have entered into the monthly competition, then they
could be sold either at Christmas or Open Day and the profits would go to
the club funds. I’d be pleased to hear your opinion on the idea or any other
suggestions for fund raising.
Apart from my Mum and Dad, the landlord of our local pub and anyone else
who knows me, it just leaves me to thank the unsung heroes, the wives of
Eric Hudson, Douglas Moseley and John McConnell for their contribution
and our long standing tea-maker, Terry Plews, who provided us with food
and drink all day long.
It shouldn’t take too much imagination to realise that I am not only exceedingly happy with the overall
outcome of Open Day, but also the fact that we were able to work together as a club and pull off such a
great day.
Thanks again to everyone.

Derek Puplett

Chairman
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May Meeting 2016 - Paul Bellamy
Our guest demonstrator was Paul Bellamy who told us in his introduction that he was originally working in
electronics before being made redundant and then as so often happens decided to turn his hobby into a
profession. This occurred 15 years ago and since then Paul has added teaching and demonstrating to his
portfolio of skills.
He explained that he would be turning a bowl from a plank as this was considerably more economical that
wasting a large proportion of wood in a bowl blank. There were tools available (bowl savers) to get
around this problem but were expensive and unless you were continually making bowls of varying sizes it
was not economical (he lived in Yorkshire for a while, can you tell?!).
The blank he was using was originally part of the top of a school desk and he explained how he would be
cutting it into rings and then gluing up the rings to make the
bowl.
Provided the face of the blank is flat there is no need to clean
it up with a gouge, just sand off any varnish etc. to ensure a
good glue joint. Using a 3/8” bowl gouge the edge was
cleaned up cutting it at an angle (this will be the top rim of the
bowl). There are devices on the market which guide a parting
tool when cutting the rings however Paul sees these as an
unnecessary expense and draws the required angle (45
degrees or own preference) on a sheet of paper which lays
on the lathe bed underneath the rotating blank. The rings to
be cut are marked on the face of the blank - blank was
19mm. and rings were drawn 22mm. apart to allow for
thickness of parting tool. A recess was cut inside the centre
ring (which would be bowl base) to provide a holding point at a later stage. Paul then commenced to cut
the rings using his “paper protractor” as a guide to holding the parting tool at the correct angle; he
stopped just as he was about to break through then reversed the blank and cut through from the other
side.
To avoid any dangerous situations the piece to be
removed was secured to the remaining blank with duct tape.
The second ring was cut in the same manner leaving one piece
which was to become the bowl base. This piece was cleaned
up and a recess cut for later holding; the base was sanded and
then finished to completion.
The three rings were glued up and held in a press; Paul uses a
5 minute polyurethane glue but for safety reasons he prefers to
allow 24 hours for it to cure properly and in true Blue Peter
fashion he proposed to work on a bowl he had glued up earlier!
The more observant noticed that this was a four ring bowl as
opposed to the three ring he had just put in the press.
The glued-up bowl was mounted on the lathe and the outside
cleaned up taking off the ridges. It was then sanded and
finished (a vegetable oil for a salad bowl) and then reversed first of all
tidying up the rim - the edge will be very sharp and should be touched
with coarse abrasive to remove the blade like condition. The inside was
then cleaned up checking the thickness during progress - easy to break
through - and then sanded and finished.
Completed bowl overleaf
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May Meeting 2016 - Paul Bellamy continued
The completed bowl all ready for a
Summer salad!
As promised by our Demonstration Coordinator this was “something a little
different”, we’ll all be on the lookout now for
a clean plank (or school desk lid)!
Feedback score: 4.1 / 5.0

Thanks to the seven members who
submitted feedback; if you haven't done
this before it is quite simple. After our next
demonstration go to the website and click
on “Feedback” in the right hand column.
You will be asked for a password which is “wyaston2014” (without the quote marks). Any comments are
completely confidential as there is no way we can determine their source. The information is valuable to
our Demonstrations Co-Ordinator as he has no other way of determining the opinion of members and
feedback helps him to decide who you would like to see again.

Daventry Show - 2015

There were some spectacular pieces on display and
certainly offer a challenge to the keenest woodworker. I was
given to understand that the person who made the dishes/
bowl from very small blocks is a surgeon - makes a change
from his day job of “slicing and dicing”!

Politicians and nappies have one thing in common. They should both be changed regularly,
and for the same reason.
Portuguese writer Jose Maria de Eca de Queiros et al. (1845-1900)
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Masters’ Competition - May 2016
Good to see the theme
being embraced by
entrants. In an emphatic
first place was Peter
Fantham with his offset
turned goblets in Yew
and in second place
(right) was James
Sharpe’s three cornered
“vessel” in Sycamore.
Dick Potter took third
place with his off-centre
turned egg cup
(apparently it’s for quail’s
eggs - you can tell he
shops at Waitrose and
not Aldi!!!!)

Also represented was (above) Tom
Livesey with his collection of jewellery
and (left) an off-centre turned dish in burr
from John Henbery.
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Members’ Open Competition - May 2016
Several members took
up the off-centre turning
challenge even though
they hadn’t done any
before - this of course
was the idea behind the
choice of theme,
encourage people to try
something new.
First place saw a tie
between: (left) Derek
Puplett with his candle
holder in Yew and (right)
Graham Legg’s tray of
egg cups in Oak.
In
second place was the
off-centred
turned
representation of “Lady in a
Hat” by Richard Hagues in Oak
and Ash.
In third spot was John Waring
with his candle holder - again
fully embracing the theme - in
Mahogany.
Among those others on the
table (in no particular order)
was (below) James Snell’s
bowl and Carole Snell’s carved
spoon (more on next page)
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Members’ Open Competition - May 2016 continued
Other entries were
(clockwise from top left) Roger King’s off-centre
turned vase in Apple; bowl
by Terry Lethbridge in Iroko
and Oak; scarf ring from
Philip Jones in Mahogany;
candle stick in Oak from
Tony Reindorp; square edge
bowl (hope his fingers are
still intact!) from Geoff
Dalton using Oak and a
ceramic topped box in
Hawthorn from Eric Hudson.
Many thanks to all who entered, it was
again a splendid turnout - 12 entries which
compares well to 6 in 2015 and 5 in 2014.
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Competition Placings at Half-way Point
Masters’ Competition
1

Peter Fantham

2

James Sharpe

3

Tom Livesey

4

Dick Potter

5

John Henbery

6

Geoff Nellis

The placings are possibly the closest they have ever
been; at this stage its true to say that anyone could
win. All it would take is for a leader to miss a couple
of competitions and the table would be turned on its
head.

Members’ Open Competition
1

Richard Hagues

2

Tony Reindorp

3

Derek Puplett

4=

Philip Jones

4=

John Waring

6

Carole Snell

7

Graham Legg

8

Roger King

9

Eric Hudson

10=

Digby Owen

10=

David Reynolds

12=

Chris Carlton-Bull

12=

John Oakes

12=

Terry Plews

12=

James Snell

16

Douglas Moseley

17

Geoff Dalton

18=

Ernie Hanson

18=

Peter Blair

18=

Mike Browning

18=

Trevor Harvey

18=

Terry Lethbridge

When each member attends a meeting they are
given one each of these:

and at the risk of being like Basil Fawlty’s wife
Sybil and stand accused of “stating the bleedin’
obvious” , I have to say that these give you a vote
in each competition class. Everyone knows this
so WHY aren’t they all used??? The total number
of votes cast are invariably less than the number
of members attending the meeting and often the
total votes in each class are different!
For
example, in May we had 43 members at the
meeting but only 29 voted in the Masters’ class
and 31 in the members’ class!
PLEASE, PLEASE use your votes. People have
put in a lot of time and effort to create an entry for
the competitions so please support them by
casting your vote.
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Members’ Open Competition - June 2016 Open Day

Nine entries on the table, not quite as many as
I’d hoped for but still a good display for our
visitors.
Leading the field by quite a distance was
Richard Hagues’ “Chinese Puzzle” in the style
of David Springett (also 1st on the day).
Sharing the second place was Carole Snell (3rd
on day) with her carving and John Waring with
his laminated fruit bowl and included fruit in
Ash, Yew and Sapele (2nd). Third place also
saw a tie with Derek Puplett’s dish in Oak (no
jokes about bathroom ware please but he says
he’ll have the taps made for next month!) and
Graham Legg’s bowl in Olive Ash.
Good to see relative newcomers putting in an
entry and doing very well.
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Members’ Open Competition - continued

Also on the table were from top clockwise: Philip Jones’ table
(wood unknown); a sand glass from Geoff Dalton in an
attractive piece of Laburnum; a walking stick from Dave
Reynolds in Jarrah Burr and Holly (sorry I had to crop the
picture severely); and coasters using various woods from our
marquetry maestro Tony Reindorp.

Brailsford Ploughing Match aka
Brailsford Show
will this year be held on
Wednesday October 5th at Woodhouse Farm,
Dalbury Lees. DE6 5BS
As in past years the club will have a stand at the show; it is purely a PR exercise as we are
not allowed to sell anything ( this incurs a £40 fee!!) but we urgently need a) volunteers to do
a shift on the stall and talk to visitors b) items of YOUR work to display. These can be
brought to the October club meeting and added to the collection. There is a competition in the
“Stick Tent” for woodturning and all members are urged to take part (last year we swept the
board). Again if you aren’t attending the show, your entry can be brought along to the
October meeting.
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Masters’ Competition - June 2016 Open Day

As explained elsewhere the positions on the day
include visitors votes (these are the positions in
brackets) but these are stripped out before
calculating league table points.
First equal was Geoff Nellis (1st on the day) with
his lidded square edge bowl and James Sharpe’s
Pythagoras cup in Mahogany (2nd) - a test drive in
the kitchen proved that it worked!
In second place was Peter Fantham’s Olive Root
dish (3rd) and in third was Dick Potter’s bowl in
Yew. Also represented was Tom Livesey with his
box in spalted Ash.
TEACHER: Clyde , your composition on 'My Dog' is exactly the same as your brother's..
Did you copy his?
CLYDE : No, sir. It's the same dog.
(I want to adopt this kid!!!)
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Now that’s a door!!
Here’s a possible challenge for the carvers in our group! When I retired I
decided to replace all the flush fitting doors in the house with six-panel
Georgian style doors, however, I went to B & Q and didn’t attempt to reproduce
anything like those shown! Club member Danny Gallacher spotted these
doors whilst on holiday on the Greek Island of Alonissos. He discovered that
the doors, made from
Greek pine, originated in a
house in Kavala (Greece)
built in 1891 and when the
house was demolished the
doors ended up in Athens.
The hotelier who currently
owns the doors bought one
of them but was unable to
locate the other; three years
later he returned to the
same shop and discovered
the second door on sale which he promptly shipped
back to his home in Alonissos.

Staying with the Greek theme our
overseas correspondent who is
currently on the island of Symi has
sent this photograph of a certain
person (name cannot be revealed
for legal reasons suffice it to say
that he is known for turning large
items) sifting through a barrow load
of wood destined for the ovens at
the local bakery. I suppose there’s
an outside chance that it might
appear on a competition table
before the year end?!!
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Club Members’ Day Out
On a damp May morning 20 plus members of DDWC braced themselves for the rigours of the motorway
to take part in a demonstration and preferential shopping trip. The event was kindly sponsored by Robert
Sorby Ltd. and held at Turners Retreat which is located at Harworth near Doncaster.
Our demonstrator for the day was Chris Pouncy of Robert
Sorby.
Following an initial and welcome cuppa Chris
commenced his demonstration by showing us a safe way of
mounting a small sycamore blank for initial turning and truing.
The method he
used was to
mount between
centres which
allowed him to
form a tenon for
chuck mounting
as part of the
process.
He
then
proceeded to
show us the
uses of the
bowl gouge and
explained the
various different grinds.
Following this he demonstrated the uses of the Sorby RS200
and round nose scraper dispelling the myth that “proper
turners never use scrapers”
His demonstration then continued using various Sorby
specialised tools including a boring bar. These varied in type
from small neck up to the larger “Monroe” type. After a short
discussion on sanding and design we adjourned for lunch
and our first bout of shopping.
Following lunch the demonstration focused on the Sorby “Pro Edge” sharpening system.
This was followed by a requested demonstration of multi-axis turning using the Sorby wobble chuck; this
was of particular interest as the skill was the subject of a recent club competition.
The demonstration concluded about 2:30pm which allowed us time for further shopping in the store before
our journey home.

Got any unwanted tools??
My attention was recently drawn to the
existence of a charity called Tools With a
Mission; they send unwanted tools to poorer
countries. For details go to:

www.twam.co.uk

Eric Hudson
Woodworms - Independent newsletter of
Derbyshire Dales Woodcraft Club.
Editor/publisher : James Sharpe
20 Beech Drive,
Ashbourne DE6 1HL
01335 344 933
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Stop Press!! - we recently heard that the money raised on the charity stall at the Open Day was
sufficient to adopt a puppy for the organisation “Dogs for Good”. This is our new member Lily and
correspondence from the charity:
Dear Friends
Thank you so much for sponsoring one of Dogs for Good's very important
puppies. l'm delighted to introduce you to Lily, a beautiful Labrador cross
Golden Retriever puppy. Along with her four siblings, she is about to embark
on a very exciting journey to become a life changing dog.
Our puppies spend their first 12 months in what we refer to as 'Puppy
Socialising.' During her first year, Lily will live with one of our volunteers, who
will start getting her used to the world around her and ensure she is growing
into a confident, well behaved young dog. Her socialiser Pauline, couldn't be
happier about having young Lily come to live with her, as she also looked after
Lily's mum Brenda during her first year.
As a puppy in training, Lily will be able to go everywhere with Pauline. lt is
important that she is confident in all sorts of places like shops, supermarkets and even the dentist or
doctor’s surgery. After all, when she is a working dog, it is likely she will be visiting these sort of places on a
regular basis.
Pauline will also teach Lily basic obedience to ensure she is a polite, well behaved puppy. This will include
things like how to 'sit', 'lie down' and 'stay' when asked. She will also attend regular puppy classes here at
our National Training Centre. As well as developing her
obedience skills, these classes will be a chance for Lily to
Club Contacts
meet and play with lots of other pups her age.
For the first few weeks though, Lily will just be settling in with Chairman - Derek Puplett
Pauline and get used to her new home. She is a confident chairman@ddwc.co.uk
little puppy, and Pauline says she really did make herself at
home right away. She loves playing in the garden with her Vice-Chairman - Philip Jones
many toys - like most dogs, she thinks the noisy ones are vicechair@ddwc.co.uk
best!
She is also fascinated by the television. Pauline says she Secretary - Roger King
isn't fussy about what's on, just loves sitting and watching it!
secretary@ddwc.co.uk
We will be keeping you updated about Lily's progress
throughout her socializing, with reports from Pauline and the Treasurer - Digby Owen
puppy team here at Dogs for Good. We'll also be sharing with treasurer@ddwc.co.uk
you more about the work of Dogs for Good, and the many
ways our dogs change lives.
Demonstration Co-ordinator - Dick Potter
It is always very exciting when a puppy begins their journey to
becoming a life changing helper, and I look forward to sharing Tools Co-ordinator - Tom Livesey
her journey with you.
Thank you so much for supporting Dogs for Good and our Librarian - Chris Carlton-Bull
very special little puppy, Lily.
library@ddwc.co.uk
Warmest wishes

Gemma Aitken
Supporter Relations Advisor
PS - to read more about some of our special puppies and
dogs in training, go to www.dogsforgood.org/our-dogs

Competitions Co-ordinator/Woodworms
Editor - James Sharpe
woodworms@ddwc.co.uk
Should you wish to contact anyone NOT
displaying an email address then use
info@ddwc.co.uk and your message will
be forwarded to the appropriate person.
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